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OPEN ACCESS

Internet of Things (IoT) in
Assessing Physician Wellness

imperative for instilling engagement-the positive antithesis of
burnout, by developing vigour, dedication, and positivity so as to
ensure the delivery of safe and quality care to patients, ultimately promoting physician well-being.

Sir,
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Burnout is a psychological syndrome which imparts adverse
physical and mental eﬀects, compromises decision-making,
patient safety, and quality of care. In emergency physicians, the
levels exceed 60% compared to 38% in general physicians.1
There are a number of factors that come into interplay; association of on-ﬂoor practices like dealing with physiological variations, unpredictable situations, lack of manpower, breaking bad
news etc. play a pivotal role towards burnout. There are many
studies on the assessment of the level of burnout in emergency
physicians2 but none focused on evaluating the steps using
Internet of Things (IoT) as a tool to facilitate engagement. We
herein propose areas where IoT can be a useful adjunct in evaluating workplace and everyday physical and physiological factors
that may play a part in developing burnout in emergency physicians.
IoT is an invisible framework formed by physical objects
connected to the internet. With the advent of technology in
healthcare, remote patient monitoring by 5G-enabled medical
devices, healthcare charting, integrated EHR system with
multidisciplinary data for a holistic and systematic approach,
programs tracking bed occupancy and automating transparent
inter/intra departmental logistics, wait time and staﬃng etc. are
all measures that systematise daily tasks for smooth ﬂow
through the emergency department (ED). Recent literature
suggest identifying physician burnout by utilising mobile apps to
screen for daily satisfaction and mood, track shift-related
problems by administering online surveys, monitoring stress
with smart bands, utilising blue-tooth low energy beacons to
ensure safe workplace and de-clutter the ED, artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)-driven algorithms like machine learning to analyse
data and guide management restoring the sense of personal
accomplishment, systematise rostering and shift schedules by
accommodating planned and emergency leaves, in-shift reminders to take breaks for snacks etc. and around the clock monitoring of compliance are ways by which physician wellness can
be assessed. Furthermore, establishing web or smartphone
based applications like Headspace, Mood gym, Coach.me, and
digital mindfulness interventions can be used to train physicians
to manage their stress and be able to enjoy their work.3,4
Therefore, physicians and residency program administrators
can integrate IoT in the culture of promoting wellness, such that it
streamlines the workload, timely recognises, and introduces
interventions to manage burnout amongst ED physicians. This is
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